Assessing youth risk behavior in a clinical trial setting: lessons from the infant health and development program.
The purpose of this article was to describe the use of the Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance System (YRBSS) with known 17-18-year-old patients in follow-up of a multisite randomized clinical trial, and to develop a new scoring algorithm indicating the degree of risk-taking behavior for between-group analyses. Seventy-five questions from the YRBSS were incorporated into the study questionnaire, with the development of safety plans to guide the disposition of participants. The YRBSS questions were grouped into two categories (with three subdomains each) named problem behaviors (conduct problems, sexual behavior, and suicide/hopelessness) and substance use (cigarettes, alcohol, and marijuana use), with scores for each subdomain indicating high, moderate, and low risk. Of the 677 participants, the safety plan was activated 215 times for 199 (29.4%) of participants. Risk behaviors included binge drinking (149), alcohol/substance use and driving (41), depression (22), hopelessness (37), and suicidal ideation (13; all in the past). No emergency room evaluations were required. The subdomain scaling was analyzed by demographic characteristics, and findings were consistent with the literature; for example, higher rates of conduct problems in males, more suicidal ideation in females, greater sexual risk in African Americans, more substance use in males and whites, and more alcohol use in youth with mothers with higher levels of education. YRBSS can be administered in a research setting with appropriate safety precautions. These results should provide a useful guide to the application of the YRBSS to other adolescent populations in the future.